Fall 2012 Joint Meeting of the New England Sections of the American Physical Society and the American Association of Physics Teachers

From the Nanoscale to the Tevascale

Friday and Saturday, November 9 & 10, 2012
Williams College
Williamstown, Massachusetts

This fall’s joint NES/APS and NES/AAPT meeting will feature invited/plenary and contributed/parallel sessions, AAPT-sponsored workshops, a poster session, and a dinner banquet.

Themes and speakers for the invited sessions include:

Quantum Information
P. Cappellaro (MIT); R. Schoelkopf (Yale)

The High-Energy Frontier and the LHC
M. Schmaltz (Boston University); K. Cranmer (NYU)

Science at the Nanoscale
M. Muthukumar (UMass); M. Naughton (Boston College)

Physics Education
D. Hammer (Tufts)

Banquet speaker: Seth Lloyd (MIT)

Attendees who would like to contribute a talk or a poster should submit an abstract through the APS website. The deadline for abstract submission is Friday, October 12th. Students who contribute talks or posters will be eligible for reimbursement up to $150.

For registration, travel and lodging information, an up-to-date conference schedule, and workshop information, please visit the meeting website.

http://physics.williams.edu/nes-apsaapt-fall-meeting/